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So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald scribes. Each month
a different scribe will produce the Herald. They are the producers and
we are the directors.
December - Teutonic
January 2017 Slaphead
February 2017 U-Bend

We will provide templates, help and print the Herald. The scribe will
provide the content (plus any run write ups for that month). Please
remember to produce your copy the month before the publish date.
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Dear Santa…
…I

am writing to let you know
That I’ve been naughty and it
was worth it
DT

Dear Santa
…My sister is the
Naughty one,
trust me!

….I know you may think I’m too old
To ask for a doll, but I want the kind
with pins and needles.
LOL Googly
I know you’re really busy so can you
just give me your credit card and I’ll
take care of Christmas myself?
Just trying to help. Danuta…..

…When you arrive on Christmas
eve could you please throw a quick
load in the washing machine,
vacuum a couple of carpetsand
wash your cookie dishes?
Thanks! Debbs

Since I have been really
‘GOOD’
Please bring me a self-cleaning
house this year. Bastard
This year please give me a big fat
bank account and a slim body.
And please don’t mix those two up like
you did last year. Bea r

If you are naughty
with me tonight, I
won’t tell Santa

Cut here

Dear hashers, it’s still time for
sending Santa a letter.
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Dear Santa
[ ] I’ve been good this year
[ ] O.K. Most of the time
[ ] Once in a while
[ ] Nevermind, I’ll buy my own present

ch3.co.uk

Cambridge H3 2000th Black Tie Dinner on January 28th, 2017

Calling out to all former and present Cambridge hashers and all our friends!
Enjoy a fun-filled evening at historical Girton College in Cambridge. The event will commence
with pre-dinner drinks in the elegant Fellows’ Room at 6.30pm. We will proceed to the Great
Hall at 7.30pm for a fabulous three course dinner (with an option of three different main dishes
to choose from) including ½ bottle of table wine per person, followed by live music from The
Lonely. They will help us dance the night away or catch up with old friends at the bar. We’ll put
some money behind the bar for real ale and other drinks. Free drinks until it runs out and then
pay on your own.
The price is subsidized by CH3 according to your attendance and dues paid over the last years.
Regular former and present CH3 hashers: 20£
Non hashing partners: 30£
Any others (friends & family, other hashers): 50£
This is still a real bargain! We need to have numbers before
Dec. 20, 2016 (college closes for Christmas break).
Please sign up with our hash cash "While You're Down There" suzie.bartlett@gmail.com.
If you're unsure and can't meet the deadline, let us know or if you're tight on money and
need more time to pay, this can be arranged.
There is free parking on site and cars can be left overnight if needed.
We can offer two university rooms on a first come, first serve basis. The price for a double en suite room is £106+VAT.
Our actual 2000th run on Sunday, Jan. 29 th 2017 will be hared by Jetstream and Blowback.
Location will be the site of the first ever CH3 hash on 1 October 1978 - The Hoops at Barton
(School Ln, Barton, Cambridge CB23 7BD). Runtime is as usual 11am sharp!
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CH3 Run 1948,
Sunday 9th October 2016,
The Poacher, Elsworth
Hares:
Klinger & Klingon

Visitors - Miss Obedience (GM of our colleagues in the very lovely Cantabrigensis hash) https://www.hashing.org/
G-Spot + Linnea from the Stockholm Underground Hash House Harriers http://www.hash.st/ockholm/sections/11
Some words
Despite the arrival of the soft touch of Autumn, as the leaves that are green slowly fade to brown and fall, the warm dappled
sunlight of autumn is a beguiling thing and with unseasonably good weather, a good free house close to Cambridge it was
always going to be a big draw, consequently the faithful (as well as the feckless to be honest……) arrived from all quarters.
I was delighted to see the welcome return of Daffidildo & Doggy Style, Daffi having been away for some 6 -8 weeks to sort out
some ‘W’ related shenanigans. As Daffi works for the military, we were informed it was “somewhere with camels” – Why the
feck they decided to send Daffi to Woburn Safari Park for two months is anyone’s guess, but as I’m not American, I don’t really
understand the politics if I’m honest, so I decided to keep uncharacteristically quiet, Oh well, it was good to see him back in
action.
The car park began to fill with Muthatuckatucka, Googly, Kermit & Antar, Chimp & Gorilla, Bastard, It’ll come off, Slaphead, Big
Swinger, Blowback, Little Blow, Wai Wai & Josephine, While You’re Down There, Sox Maniac & Horny, beloved GM Shamcock &
U-Bend, Dave El Rave & Paparazzi, Checkpoint, Deep Shit, Shiggy Two Shoes & Legover, Haven’t Got One,
Czech Her Out & Orion, Only Me, Strap On, Mad Monk & Frasier, Benghazi, Double Top, Debonaire, Wrongkeys, Wimp & hound
Sam + birthday boy Forest Dump (who shares his big day with Klingon – who knew that eh?).
At about 12 degrees, it really was lovely and with a light wind too and as it hadn’t p****d it down we didn’t face the prospe ct of
an absolute shig fest either, what could be better?
So as usual, the 11.00 O’clock hash began by everyone randomly forming something like a circle and our illustrious leader
welcomed the visitors Miss Obedience (GM of our colleagues in the very lovely Cantabrigensis hash) and G-Spot + Linnea from
the Stockholm Underground Hash House Harriers and then venerable hares Klinger & Kling On wandered into the circle and
half explained the trail was in the “usual symbols” and with that we were told the on -on was in front of the pub and away
across the recreation ground.
With that we were off and a vast array of the hash spread out wildly in all directions trying to pick up the trail.
There were several cries of ‘on on’ mainly from Daffi and separately Wimp on the other side of the field. As luck would have it,
Muthatuckatucka & I were closest to the true trail and the hash picked up a footpath running behind the playing fields and out
into farm land.
Checkpoint, Doggystyle and Shamcock followed and then we were looking at a wide open field that was uphill in two
directions. Fortunately Shiggy Two Shoes headed one way and Daf fi the other while the hash sensibly hung around trying to
look nonchalant and non-committal – especially as Daffi appeared to be about a mile away and Deep Shit + Shiggy had all but
disappeared from sight.
Due to a slight wind, no one could hear anyone calling anything and it was pure luck as to whether the cunning hares would
catch anyone out with the well laid false trail.
In looking at the 2 trails, I opted for the left hand trail as there was a small sheltered copse half way up and I reasoned t hat I
could hide there even if it was the wrong trail. After much confusion, I was over taken by Deep Shit who had reached the end of
the right hand fork to find a dead end and had just doubled back and overtaken me with consummate ease and hardly even
pausing for breath.
For some reason I was oddly happy with this, but couldn’t really figure out why.
On On
Big Blouse

To be continued in January since this article is too damn long!

Well, it might be continued, not sure really, you’d better ask next edithare
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Slaphead
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Run No: 1983
Date: 02-Oct-2016
Venue: Crown, Litlington, Royston
Hares: Kermit & Antar
Scribe: Shamcock
It was a bright and sunny day as I recall....with a middlin’ sized pack but still without our Grand
Mattress Double Top sunningg herself upon some Greek beach, awash with OUZO....
Assembled on the pavement outside the little boozer (DOOM BAR and obscure IPA) the GM
immediately FORGOT to appoint a scribe (hence this woeful attempt to cast the mind back a
week or more..).
However, he did remember that that day was ‘NATIONAL ANIMAL WELFARE DAY’ so the
harriett owners of the two wee doggie mutts were given a round of applause for helping the
doggie world thrive.....
The run was scenic, if somewhat demanding of the brain as the ‘Get out of Litlington’ checks
were devious in the extreme....rolling, freshly harvested wheat fields and long, long check backs
to startle the front runners into action....with only one hill in sight (the one with the chalk
quarry atop it) it was a no brainer where the trail would go. The Whittle tribe, Unmentionable
in the vanguard, cracked this code straight away and try as one might Penny was out front
again...
Kermit and Antar thought ahead....hedgerows provided many a fistful of fine autumn
blackberries to keep the pack awash with natural juices and sugars to fuel the 10 odd
kilometers of the run....
Googly knew all as usual..he had a MAP....
The best check was the one up and around the chalk quarry (Unmentionable ignored it, as she
does, and was trotting for home DOWNHILL)....FRB’s found the quarry before realising their
error....
The final ‘Get into Litlington’ check was a Lulu....even when the village church was clearly
visible off to the left.....this is where, after half a K awry, the GM and FRB’s (after carefully
examining the freshly ploughed field that stood in the way between false trail and home trail)
declared that it had NOT been seeded.....half way across it was clear that he was GROSSLEY in
error.....DOH !!
Oh well..the maudlin beer led to a fine circle....doggie lovers were awarded with beer and the
wee mutts themselves awarded with a fine bag of Mundersley Butcher’s Pork Scratchings...the
very same ones that had demolished the new GM’s molars a few days before...
No such pain for the wee doggies as they crunched these morsels down...
Debonair was in attendance and became the proud executioner for the first awarding of CH3’s
new, clean as a button, bright yellow hash shit shirt....It was une animal ous... form fearful crop
bashing and leading the FRB’s astray your beloved GM was dumped in it and covered in ale..the
shirt will never be the same again...
Meanwhile Haberdash Slaphead was rolling in the $$$ with his new ‘2000’ purple and white
CH3 hash fleeces....was he doing ‘Buy one get one free’???
At the end of the affair, Big Blouse sloped into the meeting, looking very sheepish....
And that was about that......
So says Shammy.
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Run No: 1985
Date: 16-Oct-2016
Venue: Kings Head, Wilburton
Hares: Gorilla & Bastard
Scribe: Wimp

The Kings Head situated next to a canal on one side and surrounded by tropical forest on the
others was draped in a mist as I steered my craft into the pub sidings. I got out and found that I
had a Shamcock straddled across my bow.
I shouted at him get off and be seen in the
rain. ‘BE SEEN’ he shouted - doing a little jig, muttering and holding his hands in the air – the
rain stopped, the sun shone and became a lovely day. Thank you RA.
At the circle hares Gorilla and Bastard explained the rain started when they started laying the
trail and stopped as they got back to the cars and Shamcock’s dance. Having laid the trail in
flour – good luck. The trail goes off that way!
We set off ‘that way’ and with the lack of rain - the canal and towpath was starting to look
more like a road and pavement which the hash followed for the first two checks. By the third
check Shamcock, got his own back on me for running over him, telling me I was scribe – talk
about parentage. Have you noticed their likeness / similarities? They both drink beer, have
partners that hash better and the big clincher is they are both non English. Yes you have it Shamcock is klinger’s love child from the days when he had teeth and wore make up. .. There
we go fellow hashers, you read it here first!!
We were now to the south of Wilburton where we turned East through lowland wilderness and
then climbing uphill down again and back up into Haddenham into a graveyard with
headstones mounted a foot in front of each other.
We crossed a road where there was a
graveyard and down another road where we turned direction around another graveyard. They
must put the graveyards on the hills so the bodies don’t float to the surface, or Haddenham is
not a healthy place to live.
Slaphead was onto this wet issue when he got a job lot of scuba jackets with matching
flippers. They didn’t trade well, he tried wearing them on glossy magazine covers - zipper
down to his navel and leaning across Goldfingers sporty car. This still didn’t work, so he re
branded them as Harriet cycling jackets with a free pair of bicycle clips in the back pocket. It
worked wonders -The black and turquoise tops have just about sold out
The hash went back to lowlands across private land and back to the pub. Gorilla and Bastard
did a lot of leg work for this trail with good long false trails and flower that held despite the
rain and Sam the dog wanting to eat it.
Great pub, great food and down downs that included;





Unmentionable - having done 1000runs - congratulations
Poppy the pit bull - having sent her poppy (Wrong Keys) the right way and the rest of the
walkers the wrong way getting Hash Shit tee shirt
It’ll Come Off - got all excited expecting a bottle of gin when Bastard won Computers and
Toed’s raffle to be deflated when he only got a bottle of beer
Taxi - de stented, arrived very late with his hat on but in a hospital gown and towing a drip
Vajazzled - had a gin hang over, she cut her knee and left a trail in blood

Great Hash – thank you Gorilla and Bastard - on on Wimp
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Run No: 1986
Date: 23-Oct-2016
Venue: Fox and Hounds, Great Gidding
Hares: Muthatuka & Big Blouse
Scribe: Toed Bedsores
Serendipity or coalescence? I wouldn’t know, but there we were at the Fox and Hounds,
complete with Horses, Hares, and a pack of Cambridge hounds.
We did suggest to the Hunters they
should pursue the hares and tear
them to pieces, but claimed it
would be politically incorrect, and
set off down what eventually
proved to be the Inn Trail.
There being no officials, the hares
eventually set the pack off in the
opposite direction, through the
churchyard and into a meadow,
only to find a check back, returning
us to a pretty little nutwalk path
leading out to the other side of the
village.
The hare had warned us of a
badger trap, and stepping over it I
found myself following Klinger
down a slight incline. Eventually I
had to ignore the danger signs and follow him thru the wood and out on to a meadow.
I think it was shortly after this that Klinger, (who’s favourite pub is the Blind Fiddler) was
heard calling Antar a Blind Bastard, greatly amusing our hare. At some point after this either
the hares stopped laying their shavings, or as they put it some local sabotaged the trial.
Fortunately that did not prevent us from pursuing a route which eventually brought us to
Mother doing a little home cooking at the side of the road, producing an excellent soup, tasting
much like a mulled wine.
Finally we got back to the pub, and were able to rehydrate on London Pride. The circle was
started by Debonair, Down downs for the Hares, Klinger for Pot calling the Kettle, Googly for
calling the Grand Mistress Lumpy. Joint Mistress Big Swinger then took over, awarding DD’s to
Jetstream for Unmentionables Car alarm, and Blouse for something I cannot read. Not to be out
done One for his knob took over and gave a beer to Just Graham for being confused. I thought
we all were. Klinger was back in for something, and Hold it for me, who enjoyed the trail so
much he did it twice. (Isn’t there a song with that line?) Talking of Songs, Blowback rejecting
several attempts due to him driving got Kermit into the circle with tales of his monkey, until
Little Blow emptied her papoose and drank the beer.
Finally we all said Farewell to Mother, who is flying back south for the winter, t, o help the
scientists to keep warm, so we will have to wait another six months for his home cooking.
On On
Toed
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Run No: 1987

Date: 30-Oct-2016
Venue: White Swan, Stow-cum-Quy
Hares: Cinderella & Egg Beater
Scribe: Lightning
When Double Top asked me to do this run up she was forgetting that, not only am I the slowest of
the pack, I am also quite blind. What is more I am a well known member of the Cambridge
illiterati. So knowing that you lot have a short attention span, I will make it short and, well just
short.
This was our Halloween run, although to be precise it was All Hallows’ Eve, something to do with
the ancient Brits, Celts and all that.
Off we sprinted (ambled), coming across a nice park with horses. Very pleasant I thought as I
slowly but surely lost sight of the pack. The trail then passed through a hamlet. (For the benefit
of the septics amongst us, that is a small village, not the small cigar which I used to smoke when I
was young and foolish). There was a check point a little further on near a nice pond with ducks.
However the check was not marked as far as I could see and there were at least three trails to
choose from. I happened to choose the one with the turn back, and so back tracked along Station
Road, On Inn to the pub. Small technical point, the flour was green, and so is grass, hmmm........
On arriving at the pub, I was pleased to see that it was open, wherein I found Three Swallows
already ensconced within. Spotting Adnams Gost Ship I thought, that will do nicely. Shortly after
this, arrived Gorilla with lots of chocolate. He informed me that, in his opinion, Adnams do not
make a bad pint and I heartily agree.
Klinger got back early too, thinking that it would be a long trail and that they would probably be
heading off towards Anglesey Abbey. It was by this time about 12.30 and even the walkers were
not yet back.
Down downs:- Now this is really testing my memory so beer with me. Of course Cinderella and
Eggbeater got one for laying a good trail, their first I believe so well done.Some bloke with no
hash name was a visitor. I think his name was Luke.
Kermit for hiding in a dyke. Don’t ask.
Googly for crossing a wooden bridge over the river Quy (moan).
Double Top, Doggy Style and w.y.d.t.
a down down in bubbly I know not why.
Beerstop as a farewell to Florida. I think Antar got Hash Shit. Big Blouse for fast wanking sorry
walking. Googly Maps for something or other.
Spicy Bear for something about the wonderful president elect. Thought,
can he blow his own..... Trump...et.
Bastard for not be able to put on his ghost outfit properly.
Etc.
There were lots of good outfits that day, good beer and by all accounts a good trail.
On on
Lightning.
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Runs for December 2016
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)
raiser it`ll come off

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Hare

Run No. 1992: 04-Dec-2016
Kings Head, Dullingham, CB8 9UJ
Hares Oh La La & Posh,U Bend
Book lunch if required 1638 507702 Please park in side road. The pub opens at 12 noon.
Run No. 1993: 11-Dec-2016
Geldart, Cambridge, CB1 2PF
Hares Muff Diver & Pedro
Xmas Party
Run No. 1994: 18-Dec-2016
Hares Just Andy & TBA
Hare: Just Andy - his first trail as hare
Run No. 1995: 25-Dec-2016
Cambridge Blue, 85-87 Gwydir St,, CB1 2LG
Hares Bastard & TBA
Christmas Day - Short trail with drink stop

Grand Master - Shamcock
Joint Master - Muff Diver & Muthatuka
Religious Advisor - Debonaire
Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores
Hash Cash - While Your Down There
Beer Master - Benghazi
Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro

Grand Mattress - Double Top
Joint Mattresses - Big Swinger & One for his
Knob
Hare Raiser - it`ll come off
Web Master - El Rave
Hash Stats - Pedro
Song Master - Blowback
Hash Horn - Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
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